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FAMS

3D Printing and Design

Support continuation of 3D printing and design by adding cartridges in multiple colors,
glue sticks and an extra wiper set.

$441

Art You Can Sit On

Provide students with opportunity to research, plan, design, create and then donate an
original piece of artwork on a unique surface (stool). Auctioned off at the annual Art
Show, the proceeds of the artwork sales go to a local charity.

$495

FAMS

FAMS

FAMS

FAMS

Students are responsible for the school garden. Soil Seekers, Transplant Team, Design
Help Our Garden Grow Team, Plant Planners, and Plant Protector groups all created proposals for a successful,
prosperous, and aesthetically pleasing garden and formed the basis for this grant.
Augment the Social Studies curriculum and textbook materials with additional nonProfessional Resources for fiction resources and professional development materials including, artifacts from
Ancient Civilization Classes different time periods. The additions will enrich lessons and bring to life the history of
ancient civilizations.
Enrich study of the ancient world with an authentic art activity. Students will create oneAncient Egyptian Papyrus
dimensional Egyptian art on authentic papyrus paper, learning the rules and techniques
Drawings
that ancient artists followed to depict Egyptian life.

CRS

MathSEEDs

MathSEEDs is a companion piece to the Reading Eggs subscription that the District
provides for Kindergarten. MathSEEDs provides a motivating, useful tool that
differentiates instruction based on initial and follow-up checkpoints and also provides an
at-home ability for additional practice and homework.

CRS

Reading A to Z

A companion piece to RAZ-Kids, Reading A to Z allows the teachers to print books
similar to those online, allowing us to expand our classroom libraries.

CRS

MORE-S Starfall.com
subscription

CRS

Amazon Gift Card for
Kindle Books

The activities available through this subscription engage the children in letter, sound and
beginning math skill practice. The site also offers rhyming practice and songs.
Additional section of 3rd grade has been equipped with Kindles, but needs to acquire
books to load for students based on their independent reading levels for Reading
Workshop.

$416

$500

$375

$256

$100
$270
$500

School/
District

Grant Title

CRS

iTunes Gift Card

CRS

Bare Book Publishing

Brief Description
Purchase new apps for the existing iPads to further engage students to learn, practice and
reinforce concepts with lessons, centers, and enrichment activities.
Students will create books by publishing one of their writing pieces from their Writer's
Notebook. Original illustrations will be included and the book will be shared during a
writing celebration near the end of the school year.

Amount	
  
Approved
$500
$108

CRS

Holiday Bowl

During this outing, students will bowl two games. This community-based instruction
will allow students to work on social, math, language, reading and life skills in a
functional setting.

CRS

Paramus Park

During this outing, students will be holiday shopping for their families. This communitybased instruction will allow students to work on social, math, language, reading and life
skills in a functional setting.

$190

Shop-Rite

During the first of two outings, students will purchase snack items for a Valentine's Day
class party. During the second trip, the students will shop for items to prepare a familystyle lunch. This community-based instruction will allow students to work on social,
math, language, reading and life skills in a functional setting.

$150

This series of books target specific social skills in a way that is fun and engaging. The
read-alouds and corresponding activity books offer research-based solutions to social
problems that frequently occur in the lives of children. This year, the preschool program
Julia Cook Social Skill Books
incorporated direct instruction and social skills practice into the curriculum; these books
will be used as a foundation for lessons to help students successfully navigate social
situations, identify their feelings, and appropriately handle emotions.

$383

CRS

HMR

$150

School/
District

Grant Title

Brief Description

Amount	
  
Approved

HMR

STEM Kits

Two kits will enhance and develop skills in science, engineering, and math in small
groups, independently, or in diads. The first kit is Fairy Tales STEM. After the teacher
has read a fairy tale in a large group setting, students will work in a small group setting to
engineer their own happily ever after for the story - a house that can't be blown down, a
chair that won't break, a bridge safe for 3 billy goats to cross. The second is the Design
and Build Engineering Center kit. Children will view real-life photos and then construct
the picture structure.

$309

HMR
WAS

Non-fiction Books to
Support LEGO Simple
Machine.

Acquire high quality non-fiction books to support the hands-on activities available with
the LEGO Simple Machine set, generously funded by FLEF two years ago. The 6 book
set 'How Do Simple Machines Work?' covers inclined planes, pulleys, levers, screws,
wheels, and wedges.

$480

HMR

$500
Introduction to Traditional An educational, multicultural, interactive assembly where students will learn about 12
($1,000 after
Folk Music
instruments, and the music and cultures of over 9 countries.
2/12/16)

WAS

Support varied learning needs by outfitting the Resource classroom with a Whiteboard
table and ball chairs. The Whiteboard table will allow students to solve Math problem at
Whiteboard Table and Chairs a common space, where they can easily interact with the teacher and each other. The ball
chairs allow for mobility during independent practice and keep fidgety students active so
they stay engaged.

$392

WAS

STEM Maker Station

With more and more emphasis on learning through building and hands-on experiences,
the STEM Maker Station allows classrooms to store all of their essential maker materials
in one secure place and share a unit between classrooms.

$420

WAS

Kindle ebooks
(Grant Refresh)

Expand last year's FLEF-funded Kindle ebook offerings to allow teacher to consistently
provide enough high interest, developmentally appropriate titles to the children to keep
them engaged throughout the year.

$350

School/
District

Grant Title

Brief Description

Amount	
  
Approved

WAS

GoPro

Use a GoPro camera to open up many benefits for students and teachers. Examples are
recording lessons, collegial sharing, professional development assistance for teachers.
Potential uses by students include project creation, sharing videos with families at home,
capturing field trips, and recording class experiment, projects or presentations.

$380

WAS
CRS
HMR

Fine Motor/Fidget Box

Assist students with sensory-motor deficits during unstructured/wait time and
strengthen fine motor skills through Fidget box accessories including clothespins,
Playdough, gel stress balls, jumbo tweezers, mini dinosaurs, and Tangle, Jr. fidget toys.

$429

WAS

Kindle ebooks

Expand last year's FLEF-funded Kindle ebook offerings to allow teacher to consistently
provide enough high interest, developmentally appropriate titles to the children to keep
them engaged throughout the year.

$350

WAS

Math Resources

Magnetic Ten Frame Dry-Erase boards and Ten Frame Towers game will strengthen
students' understanding of Facts to 10.

$474

Longo Planetarium

The Planetarium will customize the show to specifically address our classroom's Science
goals, interest and needs. This customization is particularly important since three grade
levels are involved and lessons are differentiated based on the student's grade level and
ability.

$310

IXL Math

IXL is currently in use in grades 4-8. It is an innovative, fun, common core aligned
website that offers students remediation, extra practice and help with mastering
important Math skills. Reports allow teachers to quickly calculate student aptitude and
identify trouble spots.

$499

WAS

WAS

TOTAL:

$9,527

